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portant

the beginning
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driving
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emanated

popular

planning

many

actions

of a clientelistic
orginality
familiar

Though

in its strategies,

politicians

favours

favelados

politics,

to dispensing

trying

to work

of horizontal

not denying

the force of state

we must be on our guard
analytical

premises"

dichotomy:

the success

Too easily

are we to interpret

procure

critique

são Pedro's

an im-

later
was an

turn have profoundly

however,

strong

which

has

pressures

by and large

which

was

can be

This process

safely

demonstrated

equating

in reducing

in the hands

an impressive

popular

an evaluation

cf. Conclusion

evidence

Banck,

with

of the new
and limited

da Silva

in press).
the

1982),

down to a reified

through

(Machado

and evaluate

the

neighbourhood,

(Burgess

the failure

channelled

the conclusion'

Movement

empirical

then boils

becomes

so

as their overall result
2
classes,
vJhile certainly

in Latin"America

apparant

remains

its impetus:

vote in a poor

have had

the system

effort

an effort

The Movement

a captive

of the old limits,

anticipates

1984, 9; for a specific

succeeded

within
3
integration

against

played

as if in the end the old limits,

solidarity

' ...all analytical
which

have

on the Bay of

and clientelism.

the Movement

it seems

a weakening

a polarization

of cooptation

1977, when

in their

in 1985 of a new board,

faction.

in Brazilian

system,

The origins

to February

community,

As will be shown,

headings

Santo.

and organisation

which

Amsterdamj

neighbourhoods

area, bordering

Movimento Comunitário.

destiny.

in the election

date back

of the new urban

force behind

the wellknown

of Espírito

mangrove

from the politico-administrative

culminated

forces:

state

in question,

a swampy

a thri ving

são Pedro's

set under

and the

invaded

role in the shaping

channelled

in one of the popular

of the Brazilian

the neighbourhood

families

Doimo

Research 'and Documentation,
1
do Espírito Santo, Vitória)

is about an urban movement

of são Pedro,

and Ana Maria

American

Federal

the capital

some thirty

A. Banck

by

and Ribeiro
How, then,

'results'

?
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For a reply we turn to the comparative

study

of departure

'definitional

movements.

we take Castells's

Urban

represent

movements

the following

1. To accomplish
political

are urban

elements

culture,

social

the three goals

and political

inventory'

meaning

an urban movement

of collective

consumption

through

the media,

the professionals,

least partially
ideologically
Next

to these

movements

achieve
autonomous

seem

a series

must be connected

their goals,

articulate

demands,

in

community

movement,

of organizational

operators,

and the political

to the political

to at

and

party.

the f i rs t; o f vrhi ch dominates

to share SQ~e basic

parties,

system

they must ne organizationally

of any political

<:our elements,

urban movements

must

of its

1

to 50ciety

urban social

social

self-management

3. It must be connected

4. while

of urban

in the full extent

of its role as an urban social

in particular:

As a point

only in so far as they

2. It must be conscious

three

movements.

1983, 322):

of urban

implications,

social

movements

(Castells

the transformation

and cultural

its praxis

recent

of urban

commarids

characteristics

ali the others,

in spite

of their

diversity:
a. they

consider

the city

themselves

as urban,

(or the com.munity) in their

b. they are locally-based

1, Castells

here

form an utopian

emephasizes

respective

counterparts:

(or informational
and statism'
As we shall
urban

social

deviation

dores
argue

movement

to be its strong

logics

is a mere

of their

turn into interest

powerful

calls

and

repeti tion

combination:

groups.

of capitalism,

as Castells

Only together

to defy their
informationalism

it elsewhere,

Castells's

links with

the

answer

for its apparant

B/D) ,

board

an

Tne only clearcut

the

Partido dos Trabalha-

failure

as a movement,

? Of course,

as we shall

is not that simple.

on the contradictory
complex

modelo

one party,

of a 'clientelistic'

ideas

are much more

did go a long way in resembling
in Castells's

then the reason

in the election

and parties

Movement

as stipulated

in the conclusion,

Moreover,

the importance

identity,

(Ibid).

(PT). Is this

reflected

mode of development

cultural

the latter

that is sufficiently

'the dominant

see, são pedro's

seems

movements

thrust

to

...

consumption,

(Ibid. 328). Though

if they do not go together,

related

self-denomination,

around ...collective

poli tical self-management'
of point

or in any case,

and territorially-defined,

c. they tend to mobilize

do they

or citizen,

than a scheme

relationship
allows.

between

movements

-----_._----
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We will

address

The iventory

this and other

is, however,

of the material.
First,

between

more

theoretical

an extremely

useful

In this we do not follow

we present

são Pedro.
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data of a more general

Another

politics

sections

contains

favelas,

and

Finally,

we present

sumption

demands,

Castells's
nature

culture,

for the organization

sequence

in its totality.

on the city of Vitória

information

related

in the conclusion.

discussion

organizational

case material

community

guideline

a general

covering

Next we focus on the Movement's

questions

of the relationship

mainly

effort

to three

related

to point

(points 2,3:4

items

and political

and

3.

a and b).

of collective

self-managementas

con-

mentioned

1.

under point

1. The setting
The urban

agglomeration

of which

rate. After

an 82% growth

next

(358,183 inhabitants

decade

in the seventies.
roughly

half

Brazilian

states,

in Vitória.

city. People

continue

job possibilities,
employment

and poverty

earn an income

municipalities
The municipality

are widespread.
which

of Cariacica,

There

in the

(706,000 in 1980)
representing

one of the smaller

Vila
itself

the ocean and the three

Cariacica
Serra
Vila Velha

often

agrarian

of economic

activity

carne on stream

attracted

many people

on hear-say

to be illusory.

An indication

in

to the

evidence

about

Unemployment,

under-

of this is the finding

that more than 46% of the households
5
to one minimum wage
of Vitória

Velha
grew

has taken place

in the

and - in the last decade

- Serra.

from

in 1970

over

are two main

Vitória

in the regional

shows

(cf. p. 2). Firstly,

on the next page):

Santo,

at a fast

doubled

inhabitants,

mill, which

America,

to Vitória,

in 1980, i.e. a 62% growth

rate of Vitória
in between

of Latin

in the end appear

of Vitória

doubled

the expansion

steel

of the agglomeration

59% in the sixties).

changes

recently,

less than or equal

Most of the growth

of Espírito

of a huge

port

survey,

, is growing

the population

to 900,000

profound

to migrate

which

of a 1983 housing

to 214,640

more

The construction

1984, and of the biggest

4

of Rio de Janeiro.

reflects

and, especially

a part

in 1970) and almost

are now 850,000

just North

growth

forms

rate in the fifties,

of the total population

This population
structure

There

Vitória

133,019

a decade

reasons

Vitória

inhabitants

(58% in the fifties,

for this much slower

has a smaller

neighbouring
2
81 km
2
- 273 km
2
- 547 km
2
- 322 km

territory,

municipalities

growth
hedged

(see also map

D
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Secondly,
slopes,

part

virtually

The shortage

both

impeding

within

and puts
Vitória

economically

education).

The results

growth

classes,
itself

and state

the high

w th steep
í,

agencies)

of towering

into the other

on the land- and housing

by far the most important

firms,

state

and private

and culturally

of this pressure

by the poor

is hilly

'spill-over'

pressure

can be seen
apartment

on the onehand

either

centre,

enterprises),

(university,

buildings

in land reclamation,

of the Bay and the Ocean:

1970 the centre

by-pass

the

For it remains

and on the other hand

of the swamps
Around

and an enormous

of the number

(e.g. part

creates

(banks, import-export

(federal

of Vitória)

construction.

itself.

politically

rapid

(the Island

of land for building

municipalities
market

of its terri tory

secondary
in the

for the middle
by the municipality

see map area A) or by invasion

as in são Pedro.

for Vitória

became

had to be constructed

in order

road BR 101 outside

the centre.

so congested

to keep

that an improvised

the interstate

traffic

of

.

.
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And thus, before
Vitória

1975 an old sandy

on the West

is, however,
was the

road,

along

side of the Ilha de Vitória,

widely

believed

'valorization'

that

of a piece

of land which

later on the invasion

friends

took place

which

the Bay of

was asphalted.

the real objective

at that time and one of his political
where

curving

It

of the road

the Mayor

of Vitória

had near the place
was to give rise to the

bairro of são Pedro. In any case, the asphalt road, as elsewhere,
meant

better

accessibility

land use. Titled
swamps

land became

were prone

took place.

an object

to invasions.

It triggered

road for about

and the opening

Thus,

off various

five kilometers,

of speculation

while

in 1977, the first
new ones,

called

along

são Pedro

I to VI

new

aveZas are mainly to be found in the swamps, which are federal
(área de marinha),

squatters

reasons

are poor,

also occurs

fishermen,

Comunitario

of a brick

benefit

these

was also invaded.

squatting

for speculative

or for third parties

as

faveZa upgrading

scheme

as Bairro

nucleus.

Resistencia.
2

changes

through

(PROMORAR).

The Movement

have to give details

about

with

In contrast,

refuse

to São pedro's
its political

under
I

of a federal

in with
the other

on poles

is

São Pedro

the implementation

shacks

I, which

was constructed

It is now filled

streets.

t.he municipal

our attention

some

except

in São Pedro

The building

swamp invasions

contains

turning

because

in ali neighbourhoods

of some 200 m

and has paved

are still typical
one of which

is active

building

of squatters,

in the place.

is now known

important

is well-drained

group

(Programa dos Centros Sociais Urbanos).

scheme

has undergone

Before

living

its organizational

a federal

property

'professional'

(for personal

were already

Sao Pedro VI, ~hich

still

but

was given by the first

The Movimento

disposes

some private

Though

testa de ferro). The name, são Pedro, the patron saint of

titulary,

fishermen

20 and 30.000.

the

and estimated

property

of between

the

invasion

stretchíng

by numbers:

for urban

with

Most

population

up of new areas

earth,
São Pedros

(paZafitas),

tipo
Movement

environment.

itself,

we first

-

.
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The changing

political

As was stated

field

of squatting

in the introduction,

of clientelistic

,.
polltlCS

in Latin America

is overwhelming.

of vote-catching

continues,

some important

changes

(Banck 1979),
of Vitória
elistic

6 in urban

but

during

was losing

education

the effective

It became
measures

as his personal

obtained

through

with more

better

on information

more difficult

regime's

as a way of political

to formal planning

clientelism

is on the wane,

important

the governor
staff

discussion

or mayor,

(technicians,

much more direct
the social

welfare

legislative

posts

the exclusive
This
broad

change

urbanization
society
means

of the forties

of a gigantic

ications

network

structnot that

is changing.

af course,

The

are now, if not

secretaries

agencies

and their
is also

such as the L.B.A.,

politicians

elected

but they are much

and political

structures

has experienced

diversification.

to
less

transport

system

almost

urban

to

of rapid

or less rural
one, which

and a very modern

the whole

is linked

a process

The more

is now a fullyfledged

penetrates

implies

in

of a neighbourhood.

Brazil

and economic

tendencies

At the same time there

of some importance,

in administrative
changes.

This

fost-

powers

bureaucratic

and municipal

federal

organization.

representative

societal

the excecutive

of the squatters

social workers).

or as favours

hand in hand

but that its character

with

in turn broke

This was partly

procedures.

the state

remain

which

went

and diversified

partners

contact

(esp. T. V.) and

but it also reflects

ures

the city

new government

strengthening

of more complex

client-

held by the local politician.

structures.

the direction
7 linked

informed,

This process

control,

Elsewhere

especially

(apadrinhamento)

'benefits'

administrative

ered by the military

years.

the traditional

for him to present

his mediation.

complex

to emphasize

lvlasscommunication

made people

monopoly

out that

this way

in the agglomeration

neighbourhoods,

ground.

by t h e poor

at least,

it is important

in 1970, it was pointed

councillor,

most

In Brazil,

of local politics

of poor

on the influence

land occupations

the last fifteen

in an analysis

'gate-keeper'

improved

the evidence

territory

mass

by

commun-

of the country.

-
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This

is reflected

society.

in a fundamental

The new class base

ian society

have generated

the effective
long term,

redemocratization
1984), these
involved,
often

system,

changing

patterns

strategies.

strong

Communities

(CEB,

sometimes

impulses

are, however,
Valladares

strong

strongly

nation

evident.

Ec lee-ial.de Base

stimulated

Where

leftist

Church

is of special

siding with the poor

in 1982 the cathedral

people

and the bishop

2000 squatters,

Sindicato

ments.
more

dos JOY'naZistas

1982), but

Local movements
(cf. Boschi

and

elections

combative

political

each

all changed

external

its close

the

classes
quite

for more

do BY'asiZ
and

and on radio

of squatter

process
with

Often

assistance)

in newspapers
supporters

than

19-1-82).

(technical

move-

mãde politics

the Catholic

Base

to which

for the first

the political

time since

parties

much

activities.

faveZa

federal

dramatically

when

made

in Vitória

had a totally

than it has now. Then

had an effective

were mainly

the fate of são Pedro,

(Gazeta,

connection

1982 elections,

in the sixties

staffed,

in the open

dos TY'abaZhadores became an active force within

that a

politician

than 500 homeless

of the political

monopoly

faveZa was more or less isolated

and poorly

the middle

through

in vote-catching

'environment'
local

(public coverage

its

in particular.

OY'dem dos Advogados

dos Engenheiros

for the governorship

conclude

more

mass

the regional

'opening-up'

during

faveZados

harboured

Comissão

its

but also through

had been demolished

important

Partido

the new

One can safely

weak

the

especially

1965 direct

hood,

very

competi tive. Mainly

telistic

Base

not only through

and the

celebrated

ConseZho

the

Furthermore

faveZas,

more

barracks

often became

Communities,

of Vitória

with the Church,

(legal assistancel,

and T.V.)

are

organizations,

agents

importance,

in general

co-adjutor

whose

in collaboration

the

faveZas

parties.

by external

of
Alves

Eclesiastic

de Jus t-iça e Paz and ';onr(ssão de Direi to à noradi.a,

Thus

wide and pursue

cf. Camargo

i

to

1983).

The Catholic

public

thanks

(see for an anlysis

of neighbourhood

links with

Brazil-

With the process

from the new Catholic

Comunidade

also with

1975

became

one sees a revitalization

with

forms which,

can spread

set in after

of civil

of contemporary

new organizational

coordianted

which

in the structuring

and the complexity

communication

nationally

shift

agencies

interested

over

from others,

had virtually
in

faveZas

and we have to keep

different

the clien-

'his' neighbourbureaucracy

was

no importance

as charities.

This

this in mind when

we now turn our attention.

and
has

considering

o
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From

association

During

to movement

the first six months

the squatters

channelled

to the consolidation
their own hands:

after

much organizational

of the new urban

staking

out streets

of ali sorts. Committees

state, and federal

the threat

of expulsion:

people.

or Thursday

Everybody

arranged

talked

by Caboco.

committees

And more
biggest

struggle

a pre-election
winning
vasion

tacit

was

the threat

of things

popped

and a still greater

'inaugurated'

Shortly

'giving'

after

this

da Graça)

ARENA,

ARENA

first
Ali

energy,

transporto

1977 was,

conquest,
board

interested

In fact,

was going

two months:

water

Movimento

in

the in-

to give

'It suddenly

candidates

its

strated

for ali kind
and mayor

facilities

as it is depicted

of the

however,

they had good reasons

faction

drinking

these

This was the

was highly

future

During

ended

and making

in são Pedro,

Comunitário,

the or-

to which we now turn our attention.
after

the February

de Moradores,

squatter

settlements

1977), often

notorious

for their

was not accidental,
of urban

was to reflect

struggle
itself

importance

squatters.

invasion,

a well-known
(cf Diniz
propensity

which,

while

1983, Perlman
to cooptation.

not clearly

in the organizational

effort

for a good understanding
in the squatting

The husband,

a carpenter,

the organization

form of legal voluntary

nor was it just a fashionable

that one couple participated
ordinary

powerful

a hectic

better

1978 elections.

from everywhere.

were held for the first

Associação

Of great

party,

a battery

the meetings

to go away.

risk made by the squatters:

in Brazilian

vision

with

energy,

(Relatório

against

100 to 300

(Ibid.) and on the 4th of Septernber the governor

In the first two months
was an

fear'

for the November

politicians

são Pedro by

many promises.

ganization

support

up'

by some

high up to our knees.

of having

from the

was sought

out and sometimes

already

remained

(Banck 1986). After

ARENA

attended

with

and problems

facilities

protection

1977,

related

creating

disputes

public

to ask for water,

that at least one rather

to shower

elections

speaking

were

was a calculated

support

solving

while

was held,

year and the pro-military

itself

they were

to claim

in February

into activities

with the help of an old microphone,

were discussed

over popular

to believe

and plots,

a meeting

Everybody

importantly:

effort

authorities,

so late, that the flood waters
meeting

of the swamps

space which

were organized

municipal,

'Every Tuesday

the invasion

whim.

envisaged
association

1976 and Valladares
The change

It was related

defined

in name
to a

in the beginning,

in the years

to come.

of what went on, is the fact,
of the swamps which
had a background

were

no

of leftist
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party

militaney,

while

years

been militant

the wife,

within

the political

situation

taking

radical

a more

the Church
military

itself

regime

many party

Church's

for instance,

the wounds

as the party

union

refleets
were

for the poor,
force

In these

and

to the

circumstances,

of the urban

vanguard,

in the foregoing
democracy.

sought

guerrilla
shelter

vis-à-vis

the State,

culture.

The change

related

debacle

under

the

to control
problems.

backed

for an outspoken

from association

The CEB also

leadership

sometimes

more

called

It became

active

effectively

very

Onica dos Trabalhadores.

being

and within

was, of

created
and out-

than helpful,
a

bairro

the struggle

with

started

or took

journal

made by

its Youth

Group

political

after

the foundation

in helping

and social

- a close-knit

support

for the foundation

in the Movement,

the organization

Next to its religious

in the structuring

participated

these

did not abound

enthousiastic

continuing

and coordinated

immediately

conscious

Com o povo, With the people).

Base Community.

the base

popular

bairro became more difficult

qualities

from the Church,

- together

was-a

Implementing

from outside

(a case in point

Trabalhadores,

to movement

expanding

pressures

good

with help

formed

described

anti-clientelistic

and strategies.

at the end of 1977, while

leaders

in the organizations

support

of the squatters

distance

from which

political

position

a condescending

it became

1982).

autonomous

were

an Ecclesiastical

(Evers

for a strong

and clientelistic

the leadership,

as expressed,

by their outside

active

The rapidly

significantly

mobilization,

participatory

of name

Furthermore,

discussions,

internal

pressing

thing.

and strategic

emphasized

side supporters

students,

popular

to ali effects

strongly

to these views

another

growing

to come became

fought

in this, what

of ideological

with

the couple,

section),

They

entangled

,'vJovimento 'o Cus to de :'it:-:a

in the

(which in the years

ties,

licking

network

together

From the beginning

Thus,

option

its voice.

for many

of the Church

the only oppositional

was able to raise

nation-wide

in 1977 went

course,

way their

sectors

out their

in Sao Pedro was effectively

may be called

choice

virtually

such doctrines

had already,

wings.

The couple

which

Important

in working

who were

teaeher,

In a eertain

of that time.

had become

militants

end questioning

the Church.

stance

which

a sehool

of a

were

organization

Núcleo do Partido

of that party

local

activi-

to be recruited.

of the local party

to found

of

sections

dos

in 1979.

and later
of the

on

Central
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The years

1979 and 1980 were

movements

in the urban

of them the people
ment,

however,

Cooptation

in são Paulo

base

attention
succeeded

in the years

ly well-serviced

and funds
in getting

had moved

against

voted

help

also from

in são Pedro

and he was coopted

for a dynamic

using

of the Movement
in Street

after

on Labour
board.

23 votes

the couple

1981 culminated

for the ticket

points.

back

forming

the legitimacy
the will of the
of its own.

to their

intense

schack

political

in a land-slide

organis-

victory

Grito do Povo (Cry of the People),

and representing

successful

moved

raised

Committees,

committees

it initiated

The ticket

cooptation

São Pedro.

Day

action

students)

as rallying

(as he was not representing

to organise

parallel

the problems

the

Conselho de Rua, got 532

of the outgoing

years

succeeded

president.

for the Movement,

yet another

The years

only to abate

time in making

l,

into a comparative-

in 1979,

(social workers,

by street,

for representatives

especially

1981 and 1982 were

within

a lot of

to a housing

elected

spoils

as the nucleus

street

mandate

by the husband

in 1983 when

politician

of that

that part of Sao Pedro

of public

in São Pedro by the end of 1980,

the Movement's

channelled

was to be implemented

out of São Pedro

With outside

but it started

which

(ex-ARENA)

In 1980 his suitor,

Conselho de Ruas. It was not only contesting

Furthermore,

headed

1986),

of the Movement,

and by the Presidency

of the President's

ation,

a PDS

from the BNH, and in August

transformed

to serve

movement.

meetings

people),

(cf Banck

program

the temptations

were organised

a general

The Move-

8

neighbourhood

Thes~

contributions.

of vitória,

são Pedro.

funds

PROMORAR

toe come,

The CEB now started

by PROMORAR

into

The president

could not resist
by the mayor.

as mayor

in são Pedro

the couple

dwelling.

meetings

substantial

and to many

neighbourhood.

In the meantime
scheme

1984, 51-52),

of social

into difficulties.

a short mandate

year the huge federal
which

made

(Doimo

for all kinds

and Movement

with a local power

the PDS,

hey-days

area of Vitória

was running

In 1979, during

municipal

in general

a rift

for

.
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In 1981 the Movement,

in the hands

of the PT),

speeded

nised by Castells.

of the invasion
neighbourhood.

up its activities

Its flexible

more or less balanced

campaign.

and put explicit
popular

memory,
names).

related
Finally

self-management.

intensified

Catadores

in population

also making

bairro's

We return

struggles

was coopted

case,

effort,

refuse

of people

a major

forbade

was organised

journalists,
entered

lawyers

their

momentum,

the organization

There

were

internal

being

storage

with the Movement

fellwo-pickers
Association.

for a meeting,
Besides

was to be constructed
principles

settling
through

of the Movement).
politics

entered.

Human

Rights

in which

The dispute,

leadership,

which

other

mutual

resulted

Things

pickers

got a lot
this

chronic

(=

problems
With

closely

in convening

in the founding

disputes,

aid

he

the right

Using

a woman

took the initiative

internal

who was

Commission

with the intermediaries.

which

industry.

carne up for discussion.

over the refuse,

of the Movement's

plastics,

by t.V. and newspaper

won by the pickers.

and the realtionship

the orientation
identified

problems

paper,

to the tipo Strong

of the pickers

of the pickers

IV.

sono In September

assisted

jobs was requested.

São Pedro.

by an outsider,

the Mayor's

of the pickers

was finally

by the Movement,

for the recycling

etc. The Church-related

attention,

because

in São Pedro

claimed

by the Movement,

of public

finally,

with

wiht a law suit on behalf

to continue

in

dos

bairro collected

on a huge plot,

the entry

a collective

for experiments

split within

tip was located

from the

said to have good relations

protest

fronts

sponsored

etc. on it to 5ell to intermediaries

The tip was situated

struggle,

(see the case of the

Associacão

that of the

in 1983, thus causing

hundreds

suddenly

use of the November

later on, to one, the case of the school.

organizational

In 1981 the municipal

expansion

for improvements

of constructing

on several

recog-

of the total

an anti-clientelistic

on the importance

it pressed

areas

by the rapid

de Lixo (the Refuse Pickers Association),

this popular

glass

ident-

the Street Committees

the struggle

Seminar),

to the

Here we focus on another

posed

growth

It continued

emphasis

through

problems

and the consequent
The Movement

1982 election

Several

some informants

in all three

structure

the growing

(see the case of the PROMORAR

street

of what

pessoal da CEB, or a turma do PT (the people of the CEB, the

ified as
group

back

etc.,

mutirão,

her
of the

a storage

room

one of the basic

did not go ahead very well,

and

- 12 -

As far as São Pedro was concerned,
it: the pro-military
for the November
each other,
very

while

illegal

politician,
Communist

into power

(PCB), as major

a stronghold

clashing

with

did not play

support

in order

and thus,

a

won the

in 1983, he nominated

a

of the then still

of Vitórcia.

Inmediately,

to penetrate

politically

at the same time,

velessistcs

were not so much the

in

the campaign

this party

the tacit

one of his targets

which

the PMDB,

however,

said to have

in it, constructing
his enemies,

Coming

Party

São Pedro became

party,

Eventually,

for governor.

leftwing

both were constantly

the third major
role.

had strongholds

PDS and the PT. During

1982 elections

significant

elections

government

two parties

attacking

as the

petistas.
Thus

he succeeded

Movement's
which

in weaning

influence,

offering

was constructed

that

wanted

to see results.

refuse

she had become

cab

to play

its protest
to push

activities,

it became

role:

thus trying

liderança tacitly

mayor,

who was just ousted
politically

military

regime

Espírito

Santo

channelling
However,

Gossip

while

you to use

one of the important

for the Movement

powerholders

to continue

to maintain

He himself

a federal

was visible

accusing
with

social

in accordance

some

with

the
the

was now
Until

the

of the

welfare

agency,

the Movement.

as far as the Movement

the CEB and PT nucleus

and some people

were

links with

side of the fence.

of the LBA,

were

now

like São Pedro's.

out of power.

exhaustion

or not, people

remembering

she

its hold on the following,

continued

to São Pedro

by

the woman,

did not allow

In order

on the other

Section

a certain

behaviour

herself

carne to an end in 1985, he was president

benefits

was concerned,

of through

now her new enemies,

and municipal

to secure

petista

surviving

state-

room,

struggles;

more difficult

ostracismo.

it into

defended

of your plot,

has in an invasion

With the PMDB in power,

instead

the mayor,

(vote getter)

from the

a storage

of ali those

against

in the swamp

of refuse

workers

Her old friends,

eleitoral

for filling

functions

trying

tired

out that if you were

his

'giving'

of the Association

saying

being

jobs,

by municipal

mutirão. The president

pointed

away the Association

remained

the presidentof

a long experience

the days of the short mayorship

active.
authoritarian

of struggle

in 1979, when

it

were

.
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showered

a lot of benefits.

1s it just irony

in São Pedro

with

'his' people

won the election

just at the time
coopted

a clientelistic

of which

for the Movement's

that he was actively

other

factors

1n ali events,

Board

negotiating

also contributed

will be touched

to collective

upon

consumption,

The case of the PROMORAR

1n 1980 the

in 1985,

in order

to be

community

~avela upgrading,

for

are that,

plots,

involved.

3-4) PROMORAR

programmes

the technical

hand,

ation

(1980), the political

need of a new

programme
'jargon'

the vocabulary

favours

political

which

the

1ts main

dwellings

are to be

are to be legalised;
and finally,

out elsewhere

the

of the

(Banck'1983,

on the one hand,

that old methods

and

(Valladares

1982, 9), while,

on the

that at the time of its public-

system was again
for the

fitting

issues

the

for another

and was also in

abe~tu~a politica. By 'approprioppositional

at the local

captive

looking

1982 elections

of the successful

for a hopefully

related

recognition

it is my hypothesis

'vote-catching'

brick

72/80).

in the sense that,

a failure

other

movements,

cases

and self-management.

with the participation

As I pointed

is a hybrid

were

R/BNH,

are to be implemented;

are to be executed

it reflects

three

some

Prog~ama de E~~adicação da

of removal,

on the squatted

population

culture

(Resolution

instead

site-and-services
projects

in the following

changes,

Seminar

Sub-habi iaçâo , PROMORAR

constructed

to these

Banco Nacional da Habitação (BNH) announced

new programme

ating'

ring has his name?

street

by the PMDB.

Of course,

points

that the only

electorate

levei

social

could become

(see also Valladares

1984) .
Anyway,

being

executed.
least

a requirement

1n 1980, the mayor,

interested

problem

in the programme,

in pushing

was solved

the point

by coopting

at the same time recognizing
the neighbourhood.

rhetoric

apart,

was not in the

of participation.

the Movement's

it as the legal

The president

it had to be

received

president,

The
while

representative

the plan,

maps

of

etc.,

-
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.,

but did not

(or was not allowed

The technicians,
participation

for their part,

as something

by public

mobilise

agencies

Strengthening

claim

fighting

have effective
the Movement

influence

had become

between

to come to some agreement.
elections
strate

of 1982 were

his ability

the Movement,

as candidates

The project

An important

threeday

seminar

in the precint

the Movement,

many

and four construction
amended

at various

konwledge
which

firms

points.

of the actual

could be used

outcome

The official

24 vacant

The projected

was transferred

plans were

executed

out, while

in such ways

finally

infrastructural

that they

outside

the project

proper.

payment

for the improvements

could easily

Though

identified

house-

to the area the

works

and an

adapted

the plots

in

the squatters

were

be extended

significantly

and titles

plan was

of three

sometimes

with

agencies

A projected

(near the creche

such a way that they did not interfere
had staked

were

removals.

holds.

Street

of a

intima te

plots

to avoid the eviction

open area for sports).

of

seeking. some

the squatters'

for it in 1977

had

in October ..

post was transferred

had reserved

with

and the leaders

police

squatters

clashes

state and municipal

for some inevitable

school

for

was the organization

participated.

situation

Though

had to demon-

of the Movement

Through

was to

had to go on, and the

through

federal,

itself,

the parties

for the PT, were also

results.

opinion.

channel

strong

near. The mayor

positive

Besides

recognised

But by mid-1981

to push projects

which

to be taken.

and population,

getting

the leadership

regulation

participation,

the officially

ali efforts.

and consciously

1981 had ~ ditferent

in the decisions

authorities

blocked

Of course,

the PROMORAR

of

firms will

it shall actively

for popular

about

and the realization

construction

ln May

with

ambiguously

from above:

(MAPLAN).

r

the ~nvement

their

they·started

the mayor

so that

in the processo

that reconquered

contact

coordinated

and private

the population,

participate

were rather

by externa 1 technicians

'The intervention
works

to) show them to other people.

to be
to areas

the question

was not defined,

the

of

-
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c

Seminar

was

seen as an important

the authorities
it been

could

a meeting

also point

as synthesized

of the neighbourhood

not mentioning

and houses
changes

the PROMORAR

their plot,

with

even

by simply

stipulation

together

in

by the squatters

egal owrie rs. Furthermore,

of houses,

obligation

as planned

now felt secure, about

it anymore,

construction

our plots

was no need for fundamental

1986); people

and dreaded

Not only had

but it also carne

main objectives

is not translatable:

thougl: t.. .e~' we r e not Lhe

planned

(thou~h

Nossos lotes como são~ nossas casas como estão

such as they are). There

(see Banck

procedures,

the Movement's

(the pun in the rhyme

the groundplan

for the Movement

to it in that way).

with democratic

near to honouring
in the slogan:

success

about

the much opposed

to pay for the mortgage,

was in fact

shelved.
Yet, in hindsight,

the seminar

As far as São Pedro
of mobilizing
In fact the
middle

while

own business,

Of course,

facilities

envy.

the quality

(see Banck
asset

not repeat

and ten times

problems,

even with

more pronounced.

But the authorities

Movement

as possible

as much

when

into the neighbourhood,

as became

pickers.

remained

Two

strategies

local culture

of resistance

for political

self-management.

to mind

while

on the other

much more
organizational

of the Movement,

channelling

viable:

stronghold

in the other

also tried

clear

their

out for a good

as the original,
structure

a first

to be desired,

With a population

the flexible

many. a

were under

So the original

the Sfu~e experience

as large

exhausted.

which

started

to the Movement,

of the neighbourhood.

dispersed

left much

or selling

1986).

possibilities

became

station

people

their homes

of an era.

It had a crece,

and a police

of their plots

building

becarne a much weaker
it could

could

the school

to outsiders

sections

for urban

neighbourhood

but in the security

hand

the Movement's

bairro was getting an infrastructure

construction.

price

I is concerned,

for demands

class

aid post,

was also the closure

became

to circumvent
public

the

resources

in the case of the refuse
the construction

and radicalization

through

of a

pushing

-

Constructing
From

a collective

the very beginning

targets

related

own urban
Paulo

the couple

space.

Many

posters

with

slogans

of Man,

were related

for the Oppressed:

programme,

or citations

to methods

victories

regularly.

So, for instance,

organized

every year

on the day of the expulsion

black

mourning

struggle.
through
Thus

of land in 1977. People
ribbons

There

was also a preocupation

the physical

the PROMORAR

Centre

arrangements

Seminar

in its original

of the population,
with

to the spot in order

the origin

important

voted

place,

which

with

torches

to remember

with keeping

and

that

memory

alive

ood itself.

in favour

of keeping

'...while

it represents

A highly

a community

to the streets.

in some way ar anather

who were

was

of squatters

in the neighbour

of the neighbourhood'.

of names

and defeats

the Community
the will

sees it as a form of identification

way of constructing

the giving

of

of the

a demonstration

marched

original

identity

was through

Some are in honour

important

and

of squatters,

in the history

of the

bairro. Others refer to events which marked the development
são Pedro.

Thus

area to be reserved
finally

settled

of plots.
official
enough
named

The

for the construction

favourably

through

recognition

of the

bairro

and in good clientelistic
after

the mayor

Rua do Grito,
but here

in charge

commemorates
(see section

fashion

referring

comonly

to the independence

cry of the group

that opposed

Another

with

a dispute

allocatian

3). Interestingly

in that year thraugh

associated

street

was

the generous

street

Brazil's

is called

independence,

of the squatters,
the coopted

the

the date of the

in 1977 this

sign by the municipality.

a word

about

of

about

af the school,

a settlement

Rua Qvntro de Setembro

gift of a street

battle

Rua do Acordo refers to a dispute

the

on

through

from the Declaration

commemorating

their

based

the designing

were held

from a piece

in creating

discussion

dramatizations,

etc. Meetings

a collective

of the squatters

activities

Pedagogy

alphabetization

had as one of their principal

of what may be called

to the struggles

Freire's

Rights

memory

the construction

memory

16 -

president

and the

(Grito
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" '.

do Provo).

In this way São Pedro

organization

which

clientelistic,

sustains

stressing

its collective

implicity

the Movernent was not acting
name remained:
conquered

one street

to sink back

these

That

over the school

Movernent. The teacher

after

but pressures

within

became

or back

course

was started

initially

of a school

was

wife,

purely

founded,

which,

didactic

notions

material,

3 youngsters
under

activities

schools

This
their

but in 1983 it was the month

and was

pito

The Movernent took the offensive,

coverage

in the media,

In the middle

a list of demands
two demands

(constructed

resources.

of March,

was

studied

was

basic

and prepared

It was decided

adn,

teaching
to start

in which

the summer

to nominate

up pressure

to

A group

children

the recently

Vitória.

built

going

after

assumed

was made

the legal observations,

method)

governor

authorities.

power

in which

a prirnary

had decided

is not only the month
lessons

were

In 1982, however,

assembly

of the woman,

Freire's

education

activities

on community

in the refuse

1983.

resume

who made

and two school-going

(mainly Paulo

in March

in the schak of the

but no haste

defying

the guidance

sornetimes found

why the struggle

to establish

started

and which was to be based
mothers,

threatening

'enculturation'

carne to nothing.

school,

creche

faction

to normal

it. In the rneantime the Movement's

involved,

whose

so irnportant frorn the

In 1979 Kindergarten

to irnplant an alternative

mayor,

the politician,

leadership.

on the authorities

São Pedro

the construction

Brazilian

Of course,

and one clientelistic

is one of the reasons

was the couple's

one of her rnain targets.

of 18

universe

rneans for their

in the school

In 1978 an adult education

finish

of solidarity.

may be, they are always

ifthe

tive of the Movement's

struggle

school

in a closed

strategies

controlo

for self-managernent

started,

a message

is named

into oblivion

are not under

The

rnernory. It is anti-

the Movernent in 1985.

Irnportant though

perspe

has an elernent in its spatial

holiday,

elected

PMDB

the rnayor of
with extensive

on the new municipal

during

a visit

of an interim

forrnulated. As far as the school was

were made.

Firstly,

by the PDS government

the building
without

of the

consulting

the
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Movement

at ali was to be transferred

Commission.

In this way the

activities
gained

in a proper

control

'there should
in order

way

the community

equipments

actively

Secondly,

inhabitants

officialy,

Refuse

Pickers

secretary

decided

its

servant

(Ofício Mov.
assembly

(=teacher)

nor in the school
v1ant

to administrate

(gerir os equipamentos

of the new mayor

for education.

we

to fill the vacancies

Association),

and the assembly

because

ourselves

in the adminstration'

in the presence

start

importantly,

civil

Escola Comunitâria

On the 30th of March a popular
held

and most

any municipal

in our

to function

could

Educational

(while at the same time the Movement

not be appointed

that is going

adn indicate

EscoZa Comunitària

of the creche).

to participate

to the Movement's

comunitários)

and to participate

Com.

17-3-83).

of some thousand

people

(cf. the case of the

his rolitical

staff

The keys of the creche
by acclamation

that

and the state
were

transfered

the school

was to

be called

Grito do Povo (the name of the ticket in the 1981

elections

for the Movement's

leader

was elected

at that moment
the municipal
protracted

board).

the school,

school was ready.

negociations

The municipal

on him by the Teachers

ended

up the assembly's

municipal

law, that the director

by law, were

to be dismissed.

with

opposition,

and the mayor.

the major

to confront
the school

The

leading
Personal

ideological-partisan

representing

leftist

groups

the PT. Besides
was brought

back

job, but only as an ordinary
qualifications

with

some pressure

or not willing

He decided,

with

Furthermore,

qualifications
first decision

to an open

the cooptation
to normal.
school

had to leave. Most

reference

to

with tenancy
the teachers

as stipulated
especially

as so often

rift that was behind
the PMDB

exerted
anymore,

clash between

accusations,

within

and

confrontation.

had to be a teacher

the necessary

once

of promises

in a total

of the municipality.

of the school without

Movement

demands.

working

to be contracted

was unable,

to follow

hostile

were

for education,
Union,

the woman

and alI people

Some months

finally

secretary

and on the payroll

Furthermore,

to be the director,

within

was

met
the
obscured

it. The mayor,

(esp. the PCB) decided
of the refuse

The woman

teacher,

could

and people

significantly,

pickers,

continue
without

the name of the

her
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school

was changed

Cry of the People,
ex-governor,

in a rather

humiliating

way.

Instead

it now has the name of an outspoken

in his time

(the beginning

from the interior.

His once immense

the urban

that still

persists,
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somehow

board

to normal,
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from the polls
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explain
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of a relatively
the Movement
time being,
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Though
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moulded

practice.
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in the sense

however.
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demands,
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It also
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of strategies,

Until

its goals.

was not fullfilled,
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self-management.

social movement,
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social movement.

on an intertwining

in 1981, the leadership

affiliation,

appropriate

is one of the questions

some of the most

of an urban

was based

and politieal

intellectuals
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in the conclusion.

for the drawing
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effort

to his main

power

simply

Movimento

Castellsian

of whieh
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the data allow

1) The

help to

At least for the

is it the most

ourselves

for the

also the result

to be exhausted
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partly

an expression.

'where the movement

like going

set of strategies,

but

to the

in 1982 its return

It is, however,

seems

transformation,
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Yet in the same year

disappointing.

artieulated

to whieh we hope to address
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for societal
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1985 resulto
well
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there are conjunctural

very much

full circle.

in twenty
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to do
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'used' politieal
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-
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procedures
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in its effects
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to its dynamics
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Footnotes

1. Both authors are anthropologists.
Banck did fieldwork in
1984, while Doimo did action research, related to some of
the Movement's activities. Many people in and outside the
bairro were helpful. Special thanks are due to Rui Coelho
and Gra~a Andreatta.
2. The body of literature on this topic is quite extensive.
We restrict ourselves to some essential references
(and
some classic ones) on Brazil, while mentioning also case
studies on LatinAmerican
cities outside Brazil. For Brazil:
Pierce 1961; Medina 1964; Machado 1967; Perlman 1976; Leeds
and Leeds 1976; Valladares
1978-a; for a more structural
analysis of clientilistic
politics Banck 1979. For Latin
America: Collier 1976; Portes and Walton 1976; Eckstein 1977;
Janssen 1978; Moser 1982 and Vélez-Ibafiez 1983.
3. Castells:
'...the administrative
hierarchy of the territorial
collectivaties,
their subordination
to a set of instances
ever more dependent on the institutional
apparatus, and
the isolation of the different communities amongst themselves
with a firm limitation of horizontal relations and a preponderance of vertical links with central decisionmaking'.
(1977,
209 op.cit. Burgess, 475).
4. The municipalities
of Cariacica, Serra,
form the urban area af Grande Vitória.
5. Pesquisa
reported

Habitacional
Secretaria
in A Gazeta 24-7-83.

Vitória

da Indústria

and'Vila

Velha

e do Comércio,

as

6. Clientelism:
the dispensing of public resources as favours (or
the promise to do sol by political powerholders/seekers
and
their respective parties, in exchange for votes and other forms
of popular political support, being a strategy of elite controlled political participation
fostering the status quo.
7. Most importantly,
for the favelas: the restructuring,
under
federal aegis, of the state public utility companies
(electricity
water, etc.), adn the financial housing and 'site and services'
schemes of the National Housing Banck (BNH). See for Latin America
in general: Gilbert and Ward 1982, esp. 120.
8. Significantly,

he was not speaking

of the Movement, but of the
jargon as in e.g.

Centro Comunitário, reflecting the official
the Programa de Centros Sociais Urbanus.
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